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This is the inaugural issue of TeleGeography’s
Bandwidth Pricing Report, an exclusive
service provided to subscribers of
TeleGeography’s Bandwidth Pricing Database
Service.
Each month’s issue will feature an updated
Price Watch, which provides a snapshot of
recent pricing developments on nine of the
most important city-to-city routes worldwide.
Each edition will also include an article that
takes a more in-depth look at factors driving
market developments. This month’s issue
examines recent trends in transoceanic
capacity pricing, and the outlook for the year
ahead.

Trans-Atlantic and Trans-Pacific
Bandwidth Pricing Trends
2001 proved to be another turbulent year for
transoceanic bandwidth suppliers. New cable
deployments and capacity upgrades on
existing cables resulted in massive increases

in bandwidth, particularly in the Atlantic.
Trans-Atlantic undersea bandwidth more than
tripled, from approximately 550 Gbps at yearend 2000 to over 1.8 terabits per second at
year-end 2001. Trans-Pacific capacity
increases were substantial, but less dramatic,
growing from 225 Gbps at year-end 2000 to
345 Gbps by the end of 2001. The continued
deployment of new undersea capacity has
given impetus to the rapid decline in prices in
both regions.
Charting the Plunge
Trans-Pacific bandwidth has long been far
more expensive than Trans-Atlantic
bandwidth. Trans-Pacific E-1 prices plunged
from approximately $17,500 per month in
January 2001 to $6,000 per month a year later
(see Figure 1). While Trans-Atlantic E-1
lease prices fell by "only" $1,300 (compared
with a $11,500 decline on the Los AngelesTokyo route) to $1,000, the rate of decline
was essentially identical to the rate in the
Pacific: 66 percent. Thus, while prices are
converging in absolute terms in 2001, TransPacific E-1 prices remained 7.5 times more
expensive than Trans-Atlantic E-1 prices.
Substantial price disparities also exist between
Trans-Atlantic and Trans-Pacific STM-1
prices (see Figure 2). STM-1 leases from Los
Angeles to Tokyo declined by 42 percent,
from $105,000 in January 2001 to $60,000 in
January 2002. While Trans-Atlantic STM-1
prices started at a far lower level than TransPacific leases, they actually fell at a more
rapid pace. STM-1 prices between New York
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and London fell from approximately $18,000
to $8,000 over the course of the year, a
decline of 56 percent.
Factors behind the Decline
Much of the decline in Trans-Pacific pricing
came in the early months of 2001, prior to the
launch of the Japan-U.S. cable, as operators
jockeyed for position in anticipation of the
launch of the Japan-U.S. Cable Network, and
the planned launches of 360pacific and FLAG
Pacific-1 in 2002. Pricing pressures
moderated in the later months of 2001, after
the entry into service of the Japan-U.S. Cable,
and after it became clear that neither the
360pacific nor the FLAG Pacific-1 cables
would be deployed. The outlook for pricing
in the Pacific in 2002 remains unclear, largely
due to the potential impact of Tyco’s planned
Trans-Pacific cable. Tyco Trans-Pacific,
which is scheduled to enter into service in
August 2002, would add 580 Gbps of capacity
at RFS, effectively doubling the capacity
available on trans-Pacific routes at year-end
2001.

factor determining price. Equally important is
who is selling the capacity. In recent months,
bandwidth prices in the Atlantic have been
driven downwards by carriers who have found
themselves long on bandwidth, and
desperately short of cash. Corporate financial
emergencies have prompted fire sale prices,
with some companies unloading capacity at
prices well below costs. Until these
companies have stabilized their balance
sheets—or exited the market altogether—the
downward spiral of prices is likely to continue
in the coming months.

Trans-Atlantic pricing remains even more
troubled. Given the already low prices
prevailing on Trans-Atlantic routes, and the
fact that new cable deployments have come to
a standstill, one would expect the rate of price
declines on Trans-Atlantic routes to slow.
However, supply—the number of bits of
capacity available on a route—is not the only
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Price Watch
TeleGeography’s Price Watch service is
designed to allow market participants to track
recent pricing developments at a glance. Price
Watch tracks pricing changes on nine key
routes worldwide. Because pricing in some
regions, particularly on terrestrial routes, is
distance-sensitive, prices are stated both in
absolute terms and in dollars per Mbps per
mile.
Fe br uar y 2001
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